2022 WINGSURFING

INTRODUCING THE GLIDE
Nature and technology have come together yet again and provided us an opportunity to apply all our
resources to help make it even more fun through what we do best here at Ocean Rodeo: innovate and
create the very best way of harnessing the wind and the waves!
The excitement at the Ocean Rodeo office feels on par with the early days of both windsurfing and kiteboarding. For us, the sensation of flying above the water on the foil, while having only your body as the
connection to the wing is about as pure a wind/wave riding experience as we have encountered in over
20 years of business.
Regardless whether you’re riding knee high chop or overhead swell, with the wing in neutral you can feel
the power of the wave. Even choppy days have become epic days now that wing foiling can harness all
that surface energy.
For our entry into the wing foiling realms we decided to focus on designing and building a wing that can
fully harness every last drop of all this wind and wave energy. Our new Glide wing is built as light and as
strong as possible, allowing you to forget about the wing and focus on the riding, rocketing down waves
and enjoying all that acceleration without the worry of the wing dropping as you surpass the wind speed.
We don’t claim to have invented wing foiling... However, we are proud to be the world’s leading innovators of composite materials within the wings. The incorporation of ALUULA composite materials into
the Glide’s airframe has allowed us to cut wing weights almost in half, while delivering a new threshold in
airframe stiffness and durability.
Add to this our pioneering Matrix handle system that allows customers to choose soft or hard handles, and
we are indeed coming in hot to this exciting new sport.
Enjoy!
The Ocean Rodeo team

GLIDE A-SERIES
FREESTYLE / WAVE
We took everything we learned while developing our A-Series kite range and all the technological advancements and
opportunities that the ALUULA composite material provides and implemented them into the A-Series wing design.
When we first revealed the ALUULA material to the public, there was reasonable and valid debate as to whether the
hype would really match up to the material’s potential, and to the performance levels that we were promising. Happily,
as we’re now hearing from every corner of the planet as more and more people put ALUULA to the test, the hype has
lived up to our expectations, and then some…
Lighter, stiffer, stronger, and more responsive than the competition, a new standard has been set in wingsurfing with the
A-Series wings, and it continues to develop as we explore the endless possibilities that ALUULA presents us.
At the dawn of a new sport, the future has already arrived.
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GLIDE HL-SERIES
FREERIDE FOIL BOARD / WAVE
Coming straight off the back of the HL-Series kites’ incredible success, it was a no-brainer that our wings would bypass
a traditional, industry-standard Dacron build and instead utilize the innovative Hybrid Light system.
Strategically placed ALUULA composite materials are blended with Dacron to create this new hybrid construction
class that delivers an impressive decrease in weight with improved airframe response. ALUULA has been inserted into
key overlays and reinforcements throughout the wing, while the strut is composed entirely from ALUULA composite
material. The full ALUULA strut reduces airframe flex while keeping the centre of gravity forward, resulting in superior
handling.
With the HL-Series wings, we didn’t just stop with the implementation of ALUULA... Every single seam and component
was reviewed and precision tuned. If any weight savings could be found, we addressed them, while at the same time
maintaining our 20-year legacy of producing “Built Tough” products.
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UNITY WRIST LEASH
Included with all Ocean Rodeo wings, the Unity wrist leash
is designed not to let go during a flogging. One size fits
3m to 5m with an extension for 6m and 7m (included).
Featuring:
•
•
•

Shock cord loaded Amsteel rope.
Double backed wrist leash design to disperse load.
Secure loop-to-loop connection to the leading edge of
the wing.

SOFT MATRIX HANDLES
ULTRA LIGHT - ULTRA STRONG
The removable Matrix handles shine when wave riding or connecting chop on prolonged downwinders, keeping the trailing edge of the wing as light as possible for the ultimate in drifting performance.
Built tough with ergonomically shaped EVA sheathed by rugged nylon tube webbing.
Handles are connected to the strut by velcro locking tabs which allow the rider to change handles styles and positions.
Multiple harness line connection points are made possible via webbing loops located at each handle end.

CARBON MATRIX HANDLE
TAKES WING CONTROL AND HANDLING TO THE NEXT LEVEL
100% compatible with all sizes of both HL and A Series Wings, the full length handle makes hand switching effortless,
while adding additional stiffness to the inflatable strut.
Swapping the Uni Handle between wings is effortless, with the ends slipping under the Marix loops on the strut, then
tabbed into place with velcro lock fasteners.
The adjust-ability of the tube is achieved by sliding the aft connection forwards or backwards to match each wing size’s
specific handle locations . This sliding handle is bevel shaped to lock against the carbon tube while in use to stop slip
when in use, while at the same time allowing easy adjustment when swapping between wings.
100% carbon construction for lightweight and stiffness, matt finished for grip.
Size: One size fits all - 79 cm to 110 cm.
Quick adjust fit to all styles and sizes of Ocean Rodeo wings.

OR CREW HOODIE

OR CREW T-SHIRT

Take Ocean Rodeo’s No Excuses attitude with you both
on and off the water. Our super soft hoodies are extremely
warm and made of 100% polyester.

Show the world that you’re part of the Ocean Rodeo
community with a soft, high quality tee made of 50%
cotton and 50% polyester.

OR CREW CAPS
This gray and white trucker hat is one size fits all and will
look good no matter what you’re wearing.
•
•
•
•
•

Structured, mid-profile, six-panel
Pre-curved contrast stitched visor
Adjustable plastic snapback
60/40 cotton/polyester
100% polyester mesh back

TOWEL HOODIE
A warm and cozy velour microfiber hoodie / changing
robe featuring a large kangaroo pocket and side hand slits
for easy access to don or doff your clothing, wetsuit or
drysuit.
Great for a post session towel off and warmth against the
chill. Doubles as the ultimate post session Netflix binge
watching attire.
Super soft, absorbent, and quick drying.
One size fits all.

BIG PUMP
SMOOTH ACTION, HIGH FLOW
With a massive 2.9L chamber and high volume double action valve, the all
new Big Pump will get you pumped up and on the water in a hurry.
Featuring an extra tall body with high air flow piston, anti-sand seals and
intake filter, convertible single action valve for double the PSI, a reliable
pressure gauge and three attachment fittings, the Big Pump is ready to
work with any kite on the market.

30 KNOT INFLATABLE TENT
Tested and proven at demo days with high winds.
Be the last tent standing when the winds start to howl and take your
demos to the next level.
Premium materials and a rugged construction combined with a stout frame
keeps you sheltered and confident that your tent will stay put whatever the
conditions...

FEATHER FLAGS
Stand out on the beach with the Ocean Rodeo Feather Flags - a guarantee
of quality wherever they’re planted!

THE TRUST PROGRAM
No excuses means absolute trust in the equipment you use to pursue your passions on the water.
Purchase that gear confident in your choices with our consumer trust program, a comprehensive approach to support
you in the buying process.

60 DAY GUARANTEE
Ocean Rodeo offers an unconditional, 60 Day Satisfaction Guarantee on every product we sell.
If for any reason you are unsatisfied with your purchase, you can return it to your original point of
purchase for a full refund within the first 60 days.

BUYBACK PROGRAM
Enjoy peace of mind with our BuyBack guarantee.
• Upgrade any brand of wing for up to 50% off.
• Any brand of wing that’s less than 24 months old qualifies for the program.
• Guarantee the wing’s future value: buy today with confidence that we will BuyBack your wing
anytime in the next two years, no matter its condition.

EXTENDED WARRANTY
Customers who register their wings online automatically receive an extra 6-month warranty.

Visit oceanrodeo.com/TRUST to learn more.
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